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Significant modulation of electrical spin accumulation by efficient thermal spin injection
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We have investigated the dc bias current dependence of the nonlocal spin valve signal in CoFeAl/Cu lateral
spin valves. The spin signal is found to increase monotonically with the bias current. Surprisingly, the modulation
amplitude from −1 mA to 1 mA exceeds 30 percent of the spin signal at low bias current. From the analysis based
on the one-dimensional spin diffusion model and considering the bias-current heating effect, we find that the
contribution of the thermal spin injection is much larger than the influence of the reduction of the spin diffusion
length due to the Joule heating. We also show that the second harmonic lock-in signal precisely extracts the
contribution of the thermal spin injection from the mixed spin signal.
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Manipulation of spin current is a central issue in the
operation of spintronic devices, because the spin current
plays a key role in spin-dependent transports [1–3] and
spin-transfer switching [4,5]. Recently, a laterally-configured
ferromagnet(FM)/nonferromagnet(NM) hybrid nanostructure,
so-called lateral spin valves (LSV), has received considerable
attention because the multiterminal configuration can realize
flexible and functional device geometries compared with
conventional vertical stack structures [6–10]. This enables us
to create a pure spin current, which means a flow of angle
momentum without accompanying charge current. However,
the generation efficiency of the pure spin current is quite low,
giving rise to a serious obstacle in the practical application.
Recently, the generation efficiency was demonstrated to be
improved significantly by employing a spin injector consisting
of Heusler compounds [11–13].
As another approach for creating the pure spin current,
a heat utilization, which opens the emerging field of spin
caloritronics [14], has been paid considerable attention. Various mechanisms for generating spin current utilizing heat
such as spin Seebeck effect [15], spin dependent Seebeck
effect [16,17], Seebeck spin tunneling effect [18], and spin
heat accumulation [19,20] have been demonstrated in different
device structures. However, the generation efficiencies were
smaller than that by electrical means, indicating quite far from
the practical application. Recently, we have shown that the
thermal spin injection efficiency was dramatically enhanced
by using a CoFeAl injector because of a sign reversal of
the Seebeck coefficient between the up and down spins [21].
This demonstration may open an avenue for the utilization of
the spin current in the nanoelectronic devices. In this paper,
for further enhancement of the spin signal and generation
efficiency of the spin current, we experimentally investigated
the bias current dependence of the nonlocal spin valve signal
in CoFeAl/Cu lateral spin valves. By mixing the thermal spin
injection on the electrical spin injection, we demonstrate a
large directional modulation of the generation efficiency of
the spin current.
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The CoFeAl/Cu LSVs were fabricated by two-steps lift-off
processes based on the electron beam lithography. Figure 1
shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the
typical device for the present study. First, two ferromagnetic
CoFeAl (CFA) wires, 30 nm in thickness and 120 nm in width,
were fabricated by electron-beam evaporation under ultra-high
vacuum (∼10−8 Pa). After that, a nonmagnetic Cu channel
with the thickness of 160 nm and the width of 120 nm was
deposited by Joule-heating evaporation. Here, the surface of
CFA was well cleaned by using low-power Ar+ ion milling.
The spin transports under the electrical and thermal spin
injections were evaluated by nonlocal spin detection technique.
The spin injection was performed by flowing the current from
the CFAinj. to the Cu channel.
Here, the current consists of a
√
small ac current (Iac = 2I0 sin(ωt)) and the dc bias current
Idc . Note that the electron flowing from the Cu to the CFAinj.
is defined as positive sign of Idc . The accumulated spins due
to the spin injection were detected by measuring the electrical
voltage between CFAdet. and Cu channel. Here, the voltages
with first and second harmonic frequency were separately detected by using lock-in amplifier. Since a large current induces
a nonlinear voltage, the detected voltage includes higher-order
terms, namely V = R1 I + R2 I 2 + R3 I 3 + R4 I 4 + . . .. The
contribution of the spin-dependent term can be extracted from
the voltage difference between the parallel and antiparallel
states, namely,
VS ≡ VP − VAP = RS1 I + RS2 I 2 + RS3 I 3 + RS4 I 4 + . . . ,
(1)
where RSi is the spin dependent component defined by the
difference between the parallel and antiparallel state, RiP −
RiAP .
First, we evaluated the linear component RS1 by measuring
VS induced by a small ac current, in which higher-order effects
can be negligible. Here, we adapt 140 μA as a root mean
square value of the ac current I0 because the linear variations
of the spin and background voltages were clearly confirmed
at I0  140 μA. Figure 1(b) shows a typical field dependence
of a room-temperature nonlocal spin signal RS . The value of
RS for the present CFA/Cu LSV with the interval of 300 nm is
over 6 m, which is much larger than those in Py/Cu LSV with
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the same device dimension. We also define the background
signal RB as R1P + R1AP , which is the normalized average
voltage. The origin of RB is understood by the Peltier and
Seebeck coupling [22] and/or the inhomogeneous distribution

RS =

of current density [9,23]. Figure 1(c) shows RS as a function
of the distance L. The results are well reproduced by the onedimensional spin diffusion model with transparent interfaces,
given by the following equation [24,25]:

2
RSN
PF2 RSF
.
2
2RSF (RSF + RSN )( cosh(L/λN ) + sinh(L/λN )) + RSN
sinh(L/λN )

Here, RSF and RSN are the spin resistances for ferromagnet
and nonmagnet, respectively. PF and λN are the spin polarization for the ferromagnet and spin diffusion length for
the nonmagnet, respectively. From the fitting of Eq. (2) with
assuming the spin diffusion length of 2 nm for CFA, the spin
polarization for our CFA is estimated as 0.62. This indicates
that the large spin signal obtained in the CFA/Cu LSVs is
attributed to the efficient generation and detection of the spin
current originating from the high spin polarization.
Then, we systematically investigated the first harmonic spin
signal RS1f under the DC bias current as shown in Figs. 2(a)–
2(c). Here, we define the first harmonic spin signal RS1f as
1f
)/I0 , which is the normalized voltage
VS1f /I0 = (VP1f − VAP
difference between parallel and antiparallel states. RS1f shows
the largest value of 7.66 m at Idc = 1 mA while it takes the
smallest value of 5.28 m at Idc = −1 mA. Figure 2(d) shows
RS1f as a function of Idc . Overall signal change from −1 mA
to 1mA is 2.38 m, which exceeds 30% of RS1f at Idc = 0.
Thus, the spin signal RS1f is found to be strongly modulated by
Idc . Especially, the enhancement of the spin signal under the
positive high bias current is an attractive characteristic from
the viewpoint of the spin injection.
To understand the modulation effect quantitatively, we
consider higher order effects in the first harmonic voltages under the ac and dc currents I = Iac + Idc . If we
consider the second, third, and fourth order effects in
Eq. (1), the first harmonic spin-dependent voltage VS1f and

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) SEM image of the fabricated LSV
device consisting of two CoFeAl wires and a single Cu channel strip.
(b) Representative nonlocal spin signal observed in CFA/Cu LSV
under the ac current of I0 = 140μA without the dc current. The dash
and solid curves correspond to forward and backward field sweeps,
respectively. (c) First harmonic spin signal without dc current as a
function of interval distance L. The solid red curve is obtained by
fitting Eq. (2) to the experimental points.

(2)

spin signal RS1f ≡ VS1f /I0 are obtained by the following
equations [16]:


2
3
I0 (3)
+ 4RS4 Idc
VS1f = RS1 + 2RS2 Idc + 3RS3 Idc
2
3
RS1f = RS1 + 2RS2 Idc + 3RS3 Idc
+ 4RS4 Idc
.

(4)

Importantly, the dc current dependence of RS1f observed in
Fig. 2(d) is well reproduced by Eq. (4) with RS1 = 6.96 m,
RS2 = 0.60 m/mA, RS3 = −0.16 m/mA2 , and RS4 =
−0.02 m/mA3 . Note that RS2 and RS3 are the coefficients for
2
Idc and Idc
in Eq. (4). Therefore, when |Idc | is less than 1 mA,
RS is almost linearly proportional to Idc in the CFA/Cu LSV.
We then discuss the physical meanings of the higher order
effects, RS2 , RS3 , and RS4 . By taking into account the contribution of the thermal spin injection under the temperature
gradient ∇T , Eq. (2) can be expanded as follows [16,21]:
VS ≈

2
PF (PF I + λF SS ∇T /RSF )RSF
.
RSN sinh(L/λN )

(5)

Here, the first term of the denominator in Eq.(2) is neglected
by considering the condition RSN  RSF . SS is the spindependent Seebeck coefficient for CFA. We also consider
the influence of the reduction of λN due to the increase of
the dc bias current by using the following relationship λN =
λN0 − λN . Here, λN0 is the spin diffusion length for the Cu at
room temperature and λN is its change due to the temperature
L
N
rising. By using the approximation λN0 −λ
≈ λLN0 (1 + λ
)
λN0
N

FIG. 2. (Color online) Field dependence of the first harmonic
signal with the dc bias currents (a) +1 mA, (b) 0 mA, and (c) −1 mA.
(d) First harmonic spin signal RS1f as a function of dc bias current (Idc )
for the CFA/Cu LSV with the interval distance 400 nm. The solid line
corresponds to the fitting curve based on Eq. (4).
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with Taylor series of sinh x, Eq. (5) can be extended to
VS ≈

2
RSF
PF (PF I + λF SS ∇T /RSF )
RSN


cosh(L/λN0 ) L λN
1
−
. (6)
×
sinh(L/λN0 )
sinh2 (L/λN0 ) λN0 λN0

Since the temperature change due to the dc bias current is
caused by Joule heating, it is natural to assume ∇T = aI 2 ,
where a is the constant conversion factor. λN is also caused
by the temperature change due to the Joule heating. In the
temperature range above 50 K, the spin diffusion length
monotonically decreases with increasing the temperature
[26–28]. Therefore, when the temperature variation T
due to the Joule heating is much smaller than the base temperature T0 , in the present case 300 K, we obtain λN ∝ T
from the Taylor series approximation. Since the temperature
variation is proportional to the Joule heating, we also obtain
λN = bI 2 , where b is the constant conversion factor.
Then, the first harmonic spin signal RS1f can be expressed
by the following equation:

2
PF RSF
VS
aλF SS
≈
I
RS =
PF +
I
RSN sinh(L/λN0 )
RSF


bL coth(L/λN0 )
aλF SS 3
2
P
−
I
+
I
. (7)
F
RSF
λ2N0
From the comparison between Eqs. (4) and (7), The second,
third, and fourth resistances RS2 , RS3 , and RS4 are found to
stem from the thermal spin injection, influence of the reduction
of the spin diffusion length of Cu on the electrical spin
injection and that on the thermal spin injection, respectively.
Especially, the comparisons of the first and second terms yield
the following relationship:
2RS2
aλF SS
=
.
RS1
PF RSF

(8)

Here, RS1 can be given by the first harmonic spin signal without the dc current. Since a can be calculated as
0.15 K nm−1 mA−2 from COMSOL simulation [29,30], we
obtain SS = −72.2 μV/K.
For further confirmation of the influence of the thermal
spin injection, we also evaluated the second harmonic voltage
in the same measurement configuration. This approach enables
us to exclude the influence of the electrical spin injection, and
directly obtain RS2 from the signal. As shown in Figs. 3(a)–
3(c), the clear spin signals can be seen also in the second
harmonic voltage under various AC bias currents. Since
√ the
detected second harmonic voltage is given by RS2 I02 / 2, RS2
can be calculated as 0.6 m/mA, which is exactly the same
as the value obtained in the results of fitting DC bias current.
The base resistance is also found to be reproduced by the same
manner.
For the comparison, we also evaluated RS1f for various dc
current injection for the Py/Cu LSV with a similar device
dimension. Figure 4 shows RS1f as a function of Idc with a
representative spin signal for Idc = 0. As can be seen in Fig. 4,
RS1f parabolically reduces with increasing Idc and it is difficult
to see a monotonic tendency originating from the thermal spin
injection. From the fitting curve using Eq. (4), we obtain RS1 =

FIG. 3. (Color online) Field dependence of the second harmonic
voltage for the ac currents (a) 0.21 mA, (b) 0.53 mA, and (c) 0.84 mA.
2f
and (e) base
(d) Second harmonic spin voltage VS2f = VP2f − VAP
2f
2f
2f
voltage of second harmonic VB = (VP + VAP )/2 as a function of AC
bias current (I0 ). The solid red curves represent the fitting parabolic
curve.

0.79 m, RS2 = 0.0079 m/mA, RS3 = −0.016 m/mA2 ,
and RS4 = −0.00024 m/mA3 . This enables us to estimate
SS = −2.5 μV/K with assuming a = 0.12 K nm−1 mA−2 for
the Py/Cu LSV structure. The value is much smaller than that
for the CFA. This means that the variation of the spin signal
2
RS is dominated by RS3 Idc
, resulting in the parabolic reduction
of the spin signal.
Thus, the spin dependent Seebeck coefficient for CFA is
found to be much larger than that for the Py. Especially, 10
percent enhancement of the spin signal under high bias current
is a great advantage for generating the large spin current.
By extending the present mixing technique, in principle, it
is possible that the generation efficiency of the electrical spin
injection exceeds 100 percent. In addition, we know that in
the Py/Cu LSV, the spin signal is significantly smeared out
by anomalous Nernst-Ettingshausen effect and anisotropic
magneto-Seebeck effect [31–33]. Negligible spurious signals
in the nonlocal signal under high-bias current for CFA/Cu
LSVs is another important advantage.

FIG. 4. (Color online) First harmonic spin signal RS1f as a function of dc bias current (Idc ) for the Py/Cu LSV. The solid line
corresponds to the fitting curve based on Eq. (4). The inset shows
the representative field dependence of the spin signal for (Idc = 0).
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